
DETAILS  SUMMARY how to order and pay for Tibetan Calendar 
(this is for orders for the calendar 2021 and later) 

ORDER & PAY EVERYONE – around the world ☺ – please order and pay with 
the ORDER FORM ONLINE: www.adima.net/calendar   
You will receive an automaKc confirmaKon for your order  
Thank you for ordering before Oct 15th (you can order later, it 
simply helps with handling when you order before prin@ng) 

LAST Day for sending 
CONTACT LIST details 

12th October  
REMEMBER: once you’re listed in the calendar’s address list, 
your details CONTINUE to be there (un@l you ask to delete them) 

SHIPPING STARTS  1st November each year (from Germany) 
Please calculate a few weeks when you order from outside 
Germany 

PRICE in EUR  EUR 18,00  
NO other currencies 
(Aussie friends can pay in AUD to my bank account, please email 
adima(at)adima.net to receive payment details) 

PRICE COMMENT Slight increase in 2022 
 

INDIVIDUAL ORDERS Of course you can do that! ☺ Simply use the new form at 
www.adima.net/calendar  

BULK ORDERS 
Recommended for 
KOREA, INDIA, RUSSIA, 
ITALY, AUSTRALIA 

BULK ORDER is a way to ensure that the calendars reach 
desKnaKon. (YOU need to organise it, we cannot do that) 
There is a reduc@on of 10% on a bulk order over 10 calendars. 
The order form WILL NOT calculate this.  Here is how to do it: 
Sample: 
- If you want 10 calendars:  you order and pay 9 
- If you want 17 calendars:  you order and pay 16 (1 x 10 in it) 
- If you want 29 calendars:  you order 27 (2 x 10 in it) 
- If you want 34 calendars:  you order 31 ( 3 x 10 in it) 
Please send an email about your bulk order to make sure we 
send you the right amount of calendars:  

SAFETY of SHIPPINGs we offer ONE subsItute shipping if your calendars do NOT reach 
you aKer a substanIal waiIng Ime. Please choose a reliable 
delivery address (a safe le[er box, which can be found by the 
postman☺) 

 
CONTACT 
Languages

sukhan@cyberartsdesign.de              adima@adima.net 
English, German, Portuguese             English, German





Notes:  
Neither Adima nor anyone else involved in the calendar producIon holds a “secret 
transmission” of the moods or the Chieh-Chi, and then “sells it” in the form of the calendar. 
Everyone who did Intensive with Dheeraj or who studied the work in the last 20 years with 
trained group leaders, has (or should have) learned how the ‘Tibetan Pulsing Clock‘ Icks.  
“The Calendar” - learning the Chieh-Chi - is part of the INTENSIVE TRAINING.   
The trouble is – it’s complex … and one forgets … 
The Calendar which is published in the Facebook group shows a few different Chieh-Chi start 
and end dates for about 10 of the cycles. Read about it here : hZps://adima.net/en/chieh-
chi 

ZOOM – IMPROVEMENTS 
When you have completed INTENSIVE TRAINING and are interested to join ZOOM meeIngs, 
to share and to learn (more) about the Chieh-Chi Rhythm and/or the other charts you 
received in the Red Book, send a note of interest by email to adima@adima.net 
 (ZOOM is similar to Skype but more secure and stable for more people to join at a Ime) 

https://adima.net/en/chieh-chi
https://adima.net/en/chieh-chi
mailto:adima@adima.net


This email will reach to you a few @mes this year… to make sure you’ll find it. 

Dear Friends  

Here is important News concerning the TIBETAN CALENDAR for 2021 

 
1. A Good Bye and a WELCOME 

2. A NEW WAY TO ORDER AND PAY 

With one laughing and one crying eye, Mirco will no longer be involved with 
the Calendar. We both felt a bit sad when this revealed, but more than that we 
are happy about the jolly good Ime we had in doing this together online. 
Mirco started his excellent service of distribuIon many years ago with Mira … 

that’s over 20 years!    BIG THANKS & KISSES TO MIRCO! 

WELCOME to SUKHAN who takes on DistribuKon!  
He has been one of Dheeraj’s early “computer wizards” and has been on the 
team in the background with proof reading. I’m glad he takes on the job, cause 
it needs to be done from Germany as the prinIng happens there for best 
quality and value. 
 
Sukhan also created a NEW PROFESSIONAL ORDER FORM ONLINE for us!!! 

Up to now Mirco and I handled every order manually and answered to many 
individual emails. It meant for us that for about 4 months we had to check 
emails daily to stay on track with the orders. This occupied a lot of Ime and 
was also subject to make mistakes. It’s been a complicated system by running 
different payment methods etc.  
Honestly, it was about Ime to create an easier and more reliable way of 
handling this. Therefore I invested in soKware and in the programming of it and 
now we have  
ONE  ORDER  AND  PAYMENT  FORM  ONLINE  FOR EVERYONE,  independent 
of where you live!  It will come online in JUNE 2020 under the same link: 

www.adima.net/calendar 

NEW TIMES 
PLEASE  ORDER  BEFORE  OCTOBER 15  - That helps us to handle things! 
(Of course you’ll also get your calendar if you order later) 

From now on every year the SHIPPING will start 1st November – this is 2 
weeks EARLIER than we used to ship. The delivery Ime is not in our hands. 

http://www.adima.net/calendar


Even when paying for tracking and insurance that doesn’t make it faster. So – 
please calculate a few weeks for orders from outside Germany. 

AND … here is the OVERVIEW: 

ORDER & PAY EVERYONE – around the world ☺ – please order and pay with 
the NEW ORDER FORM ONLINE: www.adima.net/calendar   
You will receive an automaKc confirmaKon for your order  

LAST Day for sending 
CONTACT LIST details 

15th October  
REMEMBER: once you’re listed in the calendar’s address list, your 
details CONTINUE to be there (un@l you ask to be taken off the 
list) 

SHIPPING STARTS  1st November each year (from Germany) 

PRICE in EUR or AUD EUR 16,00 (everyone) 
AUD 27,00 (varies per year with rates) 
NO other currencies 

PRICE COMMENT Up to now we can hold the price, even though the postal fees 
have risen 20-35% in the last year. 

BULK ORDERS 
Recommended for 
KOREA, INDIA, RUSSIA, 
ITALY, AUSTRALIA 

BULK ORDER is a  way to ensure that the calendars reach 
desInaIon. (YOU need to organise it, we cannot provide that) 
There is a reduc@on of 10% on a bulk order over 10 calendars. 
The order form WILL NOT calculate this.  YOU have to do it: 
when you want 10 calendars, you order and pay 9 
you want 17 calendars, you order and pay 16 (1 x 10 in it) 
You want 29 calendars you order 27 (2 x 10 in it) 
you want 34 calendars, you order 31 ( 3 x 10 in it) 
Please send us a personal email to make sure we send you the 
right amount of calendars.  

INDIVUDAL ORDERS Of course you can do that! ☺  

TIME and SAFETY of 
SHIPPINGs

we offer ONE subsItute shipping if your calendars didn’t reach 
to you aKer a substanIal waiIng Ime. Please choose reliable 
addresses to receive. 



SOME NOTES … 
 “common Tibetan 
Calendar FAQs”: 

Comes to mind …  
Neither Adima nor anyone else involved in the calendar 
producIon holds a “secret transmission” of the moods or the 
Chieh-Chi, which we “sell” in the form of the calendar. 
Everyone who did Intensive with Dheeraj or who learned the 
work in the last 20 years with well trained group leaders, has 
learned the way the Tibetan Pulsing clock Icks. “The calendar” - 
learning the Chieh-Chi - is part of the training,.  The trouble is – 
it’s complex … and one forgets … 

The Calendar which is published in Facebook shows different 
Chieh-Chi start and end dates for about 10 of the cycles. This 
comes into being because Dheeraj changed start and end dates 
as we went along. Read about it here : LINK


